Physical description:  
1 digital audio tape cassette (TCD-0125)

Date:  
26 June 1990 [date of reproduction]

Restriction:  
This tape may not be copied without permission from the Center director or audio archivist.

Scope and Content:  
Digital audio tape cassette (TCD-0125) made by Center audio archivist Bruce Nemerov 26 June 1990 of blues music from a variety of sources. The tape includes cuts from Country Blues Blues Classics #6 and performances at the Southern Festival of Song [Nashville, TN (?), n.d.] by the Swan Silvertones gospel music group and by Grand Old Opry star DeFord Bailey on harmonica and banjo.

A complete list of content and performers prepared by Bruce Nemerov along with copies of listings from the original tape box follow.

Location:  
Audio visual materials are filed by tape number in the audio visual archives.